
FAQ’s 2020 Family Camp 
 
Multiple Families Sharing a Living Space:  
If two families desire to share a living space they may if they have been in “pod” or close 
proximity with that family and have met all of the requirements detailed in the “Before you 
Arrive” form prior to arriving at Camp Omega Family Camp 2020 programing.  
 
Per Family rate will apply to families sharing living space. 
 
Dogs: 
Families are welcome to bring their dogs if they are staying in an outpost or self-contained RV. 
Pets must be kept on a leash whenever there is the possibility of encountering other people. All 
fecal matter must be disposed of in a plastic bag in a trash receptacle. 
 
Alcohol: 
Please refrain from bringing alcohol.  
 
Tobacco:  
Tobacco usage is permitted, but it must be confined to the blacktop parking lot only.  
 
Day use: 
Families are welcome to come for a day at a flat rate of $25. This rate covers the day’s worth of 
activities. Meals can be included for an additional cost. Waivers are required for all overnight 
and day-use guests. 
 
Tents: 
Guests are allowed to camp in tents. Camp Omega does not supply tents. Please see the 
“Self-contained RV section as well. 
 
Self-contained RV:  
RV or Camping Trailer is allowed on-site, however, Camp Omega does not provide water, 
electrical or sewer hookups. 
 
Outpost Distances from Camp 
The TeePee and Treehouse Villages are both within a 10-15 minute walk from the main camp. 
The covered wagons are a little closer with a 5-7 minute walk to the main camp.  
 
 
 

https://campomega.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Before-You-Arrive-Family-Camp-2020.pdf
https://campomega.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Before-You-Arrive-Family-Camp-2020.pdf


Outpost Kitchens  
Each Outpost is equipped with a covered counter and food preparation space as well as a sink 
with a drinkable water spigot. Fire pits and camp firewood is also available for cooking or 
enjoyment. 
 
Outpost Restrooms  
Each outpost has an outhouse and a hand washing station. Families staying in outposts will be 
provided a designated restroom and shower facility.  


